Supported By

Embassy of Ukraine to the Swiss Confederation

Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the United Nations Office and other International Organizations in Geneva

OUR RESULTS

DONATIONS FROM 315 INDIVIDUALS, COMPANIES & FUNDS

CHF 642'396

with the help of
**HUMANITARIAN AID**

- 1010 tons in 60 trucks of purchased and received as donations goods delivered across Ukraine

- 20 collection points where 700+ volunteers sort, pack and load trucks across Switzerland

- 6 pick up trucks delivered for last mile distribution in Ukraine

**MEDICAL**

- 23 fully equipped ambulances delivered to Sumy, Kharkiv, Chernihiv, Kyiv regions

- 20% of the budget spent on medications and medical supplies on direct demand from Ukraine incl. 445 specialised first aid kits & 270 tourniquets, bandaging, anti-burn and surgical materials

- 1 special mini-bus for wheel-chaired kids delivered to Chernihiv
• Opening Ge CARE Ukraine with EDUHUB status with 100+ workshops, consultations, master classes and education for 1500+ people

• Humanitarian aid distribution in Geneva area and special transportation for Ukrainian refugees

• 14 scholarships for Ukrainian children from Lemania College & Champittet College

• Active cooperation with Swiss & Ukrainian media, multiple interviews

• 10+ manifestations, Ukrainian House at WEF in Davos, Ukraine Recovery Conference in Lugano, Basel Art, Independence Day & 'Through the Thorns' cultural events active participation & organisation

• Daily social media coverage to communicate prompt feedback and present our immediate results

EDUCATION & INTEGRATION

PROMOTION & MEDIA
HELP UKRAINE TODAY

THE WAY WE WORK

We are volunteers, minimum admin costs, only reduced procurement prices, only preferential rates for transport, encourage donations and free services

MAKE YOUR DONATION VIA TWINT OR BANK TRANSFER

Beneficiary DETI / IBAN CH41 0900 0000 1417 9526 9

Follow us
www.detinow.ch & www.ukrainian-diaspora-geneva.ch

• Scan the QR code with TWINT App
• Confirm the amount and donate